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Aggressive Network Self-DefenseSyngress Publishing, 2005
I'm Mad As Hell, and I'm Not Gonna Take it Anymore!
	 Analyze the technical, legal, and financial ramifications of revolutionary and controversial network strike-back and active defense techniques.
	Follow the travails of eight system administrators who take cyber law into their own hands.

...
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Channel-Adaptive Technologies and Cross-Layer Designs for Wireless Systems with Multiple Antennas: Theory and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Wireless communications is one of the most active areas of research over the
past and the current decades. In fact, the demand for wireless services has been
changing from the regular voice telephony services to mixed voice, data, and
multimedia services over the wireless media. Since the mid-1990s, the wireless
industry has...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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The 3G IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS): Merging the Internet and the Cellular Worlds, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"[bookmark: ]If you need to know the IMS vision you need to read this book....
  

 The IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) is the exciting new technology that will merge the Internet with the cellular world. It will make Internet technologies such as the web, email, instant messaging, presence, and...
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Information Quality (Advances in Management Information Systems)M.E. Sharpe, 2005
Like the lament of Coleridge’s ancient mariner who finds himself adrift at sea surrounded by water yet dying of thirst, many organizations find they are surrounded by data, yet much of it does not truly satisfy their information needs. Today we have at our disposal vast stores of information that come in a variety of forms: records,...
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Technological Turf Wars: A Case Study of the Computer Antivirus IndustryTemple University Press, 2008
Computer security is a technical and social problem. It is just as much about social relationships as it is about computers as tools. Internet security professionals are as concerned with how people use information as they are with how machines manipulate and process that information. This book is a case study of how the knowledge systems...
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My New iPad: A User's GuideNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The iPad is cute. It's lovable. It's fun to play with. And it's a bit mysterious.

	
		My New iPad is your guide to getting more from your new iPad, Apple's latest magical creation. You'll learn how to do the things you want to do right now—like surf the Internet, send email, listen to music,...
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Computer and Information Sciences: Proceedings of the 25th International Symposium on Computer and Information SciencesSpringer, 2010

	Computer and Information Sciences is a unique and comprehensive review of advanced technology and research in the field of Information Technology. It provides an up to date snapshot of research in Europe and the Far East (Hong Kong, Japan and China) in the most active areas of information technology, including Computer Vision, Data...
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Multimedia Encryption and Authentication Techniques and Applications (Internet and Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2006

	Recent advances in digital communications and storage technologies
	have brought major changes for consumers. High-capacity hard disks
	and DVDs can store large amounts of audiovisual data. In addition, faster
	Internet connection speeds and the emerging high bitrate DSL connections
	provide sufficient bandwidth for entertainment...
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Writing for Digital MediaRoutledge, 2010


	In the digital age, we are all consumers and producers, readers and publishers

	alike. The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish his or her writing

	online almost instantaneously for all the world to read.





	The evolution of digital media has introduced both unprecedented challenges

	and opportunities for...
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Deploying Raspberry Pi in the ClassroomApress, 2016

	Learn how to deploy Raspberry Pi computers in a classroom or lab situation and how to navigate the hardware and software choices you face.


	Deploying Raspberry Pi in the Classroom equips you with the skills and knowledge to plan and execute a deployment of Raspberry Pi computers in the classroom.  Teachers and IT...
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MCSE Training Kit-Microsoft Windows XP ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2001
Official Microsoft study guide for the skills you need on the job—and on the exam.

Learn how to set up and support the Windows® XP Professional operating system—and prepare for the Microsoft® Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace...
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